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MEDICAL SIGNAL PROCESSING

New range-based neighbourhood operator for
extracting edge and texture information from
mammograms for subsequent image segmentation
and analysis
R.Chandrasekhar and YAttikiouzel
Abstract: A new, spatially isotropic, range-based, neighbourhood operator is described, and its use
for extracting edge and texture information from mammograms is illustrated. It is an extension of an
operator, first introduced by J.C. Russ, and founded on the work of H.E. Hurst. An octagonal
neighbourhood is defined, centred on each pixel in an image, and the difference between the
maximum and minimum pixel values in each set of pixels at a given Euclidean distance from the
centre pixel is computed to be the range. The logarithm of the range is plotted against the logarithm
of the distance, and a straight line fitted to the data. The y-axis intercept c and the square of the
correlation coefficient, q2,are associated with the position of the centre pixel. Preliminary experiments
suggest that c is edge-sensitive and could be useful in detecting weak edges, with good noise
immunity, whde $ is a promising texture measure that may be used to detect the edge of the pectoral
muscle, define the boundary of the mammographc parenchyma, and in conjunction with other
features, possibly detect circumscribed lesions.

1

Introduction

Image analysis consists of feature extraction, segmentation
and classification [l]. The choice of features is largely experience-driven, while segmentation is really pixel classlfcation [2] and may be pixel-, edge- or region-based. This
paper is concerned with detecting image edges and charao
tensing texture as features for edge- and region-based segmentation and analysis of mammograms.
In greyscale images, edges are characterised by abrupt
discontinuities in grey-level intensities, and represent object
boundaries that are visually apparent. Edges are usually
detected by one of three methods: direction-sensitive, maskbased gradient operators like the Sobel operator, which are
sensitive to noise; edge detectors using Gaussian-smoothing
for better noise immunity, like the Marr-Hildreth operator
(or Laplacian of a Gaussian); and the popular Canny operator [3].
Image texture is easily perceived and intuitively understood. It is, however, dificult to characterise mathematically with sufficient generality to encapsulate the whole
gamut of perceived textures. Multi-pronged approaches to
texture description and analysis have therefore been developed [I, 41. One of these is to classify textures as strongly
ordered, weakly ordered and disordered, with the observation that these textures could best be described using structural, oriented-flow, and statisticallfractal descriptors
respectively [5].
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We present here a new range-based neighbourhood operator, extending from the work of J.C. Russ [6],that, in one
operation extracts both edge and texture information from
an image, and apply it to mammogram edge detection and
texture analysis, as part of the global segmentation of
mammograms. It is based on a statistical quantity: the
range of greyscale values in successive, equidistant ‘annuli’
around a centre pixel.
The operator yields two new parameters: one that
emphasises edges and another that is texture-sensitive. The
edge measure is suited to defining relatively strong edges of
variable absolute strength like the skin line on a mammogram. The texture measure very likely captures fractal and/
or statistical behaviour and appears well-suited to characterising mammogram texture, which lies somewhere in the
texture spectrum between a weakly ordered and a disordered texture.

2

The Russ operator

In 1990, J.C. Russ [6]introduced a ‘local Hurst operator’ to
perform texture discrimination. He claimed that this operator implemented in two dimensions the method that
H.E. Hurst [7] had introduced in studying time-series
related to river flow data. While it has been shown elsewhere [8] that Russ’s implementation differs from Hurst’s
in five ways, the operator introduced by Russ is nevertheless very interesting and useful in its own right, and is called
the Russ operator in this paper.
Mandelbrot and co-workers [9-1 I] introduced the fractional Brownian motion (FBM) model to account for the
behaviour extracted by Hurst’s method, although it is not
known at present whether this is the only applicable model.
Moreover, it is unclear whether FBM is a valid model for
explaining what the Russ operator does, given its departures from Hurst’s method.
IEE Proc.-Sci.Meas. Technol., Vol. 147, No. 6,November 2000

The Russ operator [6] is most easily understood with an
example. An octagonal neighbourhood of given radius p is
first defined for any particular pixel in an image. For example, the neighbourhood shown in Fig. 1 is defined for a
radius of four or a diameter of nine pixels; the centre pixel
is labelled 0. This neighbourhood is an approximation to a
circle, which is the equidistant locus in the Euclidean norm.
The distances associated with each labelled pixel in Fig. 1
are shown in Table 1.
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Russ interpreted his results in light of the FBM model,
claiming that ‘... the slope of the resulting line is directly
related to the fractal dimension of the profile’ [6]. He therefore used only one parameter, the slope m of the plot.

Table 1: Label-distancetable for octagonal neighbourhood

3

Pixel
label k

By interpreting the Russ operator purely as a data analysis
method, we may extract two more parameters from the
process of fitting a straight line. These are:
1. the y-axis intercept, c, and
2. the square of the coefficient of correlation q2,resulting
from the straight line fit.
We define the extended Russ operator E so:

Pixels at the same Euclidean distance dk from the central pixel, numbered 0 above,
are labelled with the same index, k . See Table 1 for the relevant distances
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For a given radius p and centre pixel p in a greyscale
image, Russ defined his ‘local Hurst operator’ so:
1. For each set of pixels lying within the neighbourhood, at
the same Euclidean distance d from the centre pixel, find
the maximum and the minimum pixel values. Their difference is the range, R.

2. Plot log R against log d and fit a straight line to the data
to minimise the square of the error.
3. The slope of the plot m is a measure of ‘local roughness
(in the sense of the Hurst coefficient)’ [6] at the centre pixel.
It could be used to plot a transformed image, scaled for
display, that could later be segmented on the basis of the m
values.
As an example, Fig. 2 shows a sample plot for a single
centre pixel position on an image, with p = 4.There are 10
points on the plot (corresponding to the 10 different distances from the centre pixel in Table 1) and the degree of
fit to the straight line is good, as exemplified by the square
of the coefficient of correlation, which at 0.975 is very close
to 1.
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Extended Russ operator

E ( P > P )=

();

(1)

P
where p is the radius of the associated octagonal neighbourhood, and p the position of the centre ’pixel. The output vector has three components: m, c and $, which
correspond respectively to the slope, y-axis intercept and
square of the coefficient of correlation. T h s vector is associated with p .
To avoid edge effects, only those pixels whose neighbourhoods lie wholly within the image are transformed. Also, to
avoid undefined values, whenever R is equal to 0, it is (arbitrarily but consistently) set to 1. We note in passing that we
have used log to mean loglowhile Russ defined it to be In.
Russ [6] scaled the m-values associated with each pixel
position and displayed them as images. We do the same
with the c- and q2-values.
4

Results with mammograms

The extended Russ operator was applied to digitised
mammograms from the MIAS database [12], low-pass
filtered and reduced in resolution to 4 0 0 p per pixel in the
x and y directions, with a bit-depth of 8.

4. I m-, c- and q2-images forp = 3
In Fig. 3a we show an original mammogram, mdb00911,
from the MIAS database. Figs. 4a, 5a and 6a show the
three transformed images resulting from our definition of
the extended Russ operator. The c-image clearly emphasises edges [13] while the m- and $-images exhibit similari409

4.2 Comparison of the c-image with
conventional edge images

ties as well as differences, and seem to be sensitive to
intensity and texture.
The intensity histograms of the original, m-,c- and q2images are shown in Figs. 3b, 4b, 56 and 6b, respectively.
They appear markedly different, confirming that the three
components are extracting information that is independent
and possibly diflerent in each case.

We compare the e-image with those from two conventional
edge detectors: the Canny edge detector and a windowbased edge detector, using the range as an edge feature.
Fig. 7a shows the origrnal MIAS mammogram,
mdbO24rl. The result of passing the original image through
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a The original mammogram is MIAS image mdb024rl
b Binary Canny edge image from original mammogram
It is not possible to identify an edge correspondingto the skin line
c Scaled image resulting from taking the range within a 7 x 7 neighbourhood around a pixel in the Ongindl image
The skin line is not visible, and details within the breast region are poorly defined
d e-componentimage from the extended Russ operator
The skin line is clearly outlined. This is an analogue edge image in which the edge strength is shown in greyscale

a Canny edge detector is shown in Fig. 7b. Although it has
picked up many edges, this binary image is unsuitable for
detecting the skin line, which does not appear as an edge
even partially.
We have shown elsewhere [14] that the range within the
neighbourhood of a pixel is a good edge feature. The image
in Fig. 7c shows the edge image resulting from computing
the range of pixel values (difference between maximum and
minimum) within a 7 x 7 neighbourhood centred on each
pixel, and scaling and displaying the resulting image. While
the strong edges associated with the label are clearly visible,
detail within the breast is poor and the skin line cannot be
seen.
The e-image from the extended Russ operator is shown
in Fig. 7d. This is an analogue edge image showing edge
strength in greyscale, just like Fig. 7c. The skin line is
clearly outlined from top to bottom. There is also considerable edge detail within the breast, signifying good dynamic
range. Notice the vastly different appearance of the images
in Figs. 7c and d although both have used the range in
pixel neighbourhoods albeit in quite different ways.

4.3 Comparison of the q2 and window-based
standard deviation images
The results from the q2-image are now compared with
IEE Proc.-Sei. Meus. Technol.,Vol. 147, No. 6, November 2000

those from a simple, conventional texture measure: the
standard deviation of pixel values within a window centred
on a pixel.
Fig. 8a shows the original MIAS mammogram
mdb00511. The pectoral muscle is the triangular region of
higher intensity at the top left of the image. There are two
circularly shaped circumscribed mass lesions close to each
other, appearing like a figure-of-eight at the lower middle
of the image. These are shown in detail in Fig. 8b. There is
a smaller elliptical opacity in Fig. 8a, centred at (176, 297),
slightly south-east of the image centre, which is not
remarked upon in the MIAS database. A close-up view of
this feature is shown in Fig. 8c.
ThGmage in Fig. 8d is the scaled version of the standard
deviation of pixel values within a 7 x 7 neighbourhood
centred on image pixels. The size of this neighbourhood
was chosen to correspond roughly to the neighbourhood
for the extended Russ operator with p = 3. The label shows
up strongly but the lesions are only faintly outlined.
Detailed views corresponding to the regions-of-interest
(ROIs) in Figs. 8b and c are shown in Figs. 8e and A
respectively.
The q2-image, shown in Fig. 8g is much clearer and
shows a light elliptical region with a darker core at the site
41 1
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U Original mammogram is MIAS image mdbOO511
The pectoral muscle appears as a higher intensity triangle at the top left and has a somewhat diffuse border. There are two closely spaced circular lesions of higher intensity,
arranged like an oblique figure-of-eight, in the lower middle of the mammogram. There is also a small elliptical opacity in the original image, centred at (176, 297), slightly southeast of the image centre, which is not remarked upon in the database
b Magnificationof circular lesions
c Detailed view of elliptical opacity
d Scaled image of the standard deviation of pixel values in a 7 x 7 neighbourhood around each pixel in a
The strong edges associated with the label are clear but detail is poor within the breast region, although the lesions are faintly outlined
e Magnified view of circular lesions
f Mamified view of elliotical onacitk
>-$&age of the mamhogram for> = 3, scaled for display
The pectoral muscle edge is Predominantlywhiter than either the parenchyma to the right or the rest of the muscle to the left. The subcutaneous fatty region also appears lighter
h A white elliptical region with a black core marks the figui-e-of-eightlesion site on the ?+-image
i Elliptical opacity is emphasised in the $-image as a small, lighter ellipse with a dark spot at the centre

corresponding to the lesion, shown magnified in Fig. 8h.
The opacity in Fig. 8c is also clearly emphasised in the q2image as a small, lighter ellipse with a dark spot at the
centre, shown in Fig. Xi. The pectoral muscle edge and the
predominantly fatty subcutaneous region both appear greyish white, while the parenchyma appears black mottled
with grey. In each case, the lighter regions on the q2-image
correspond with visually apparent texture boundaries.
5

Discussion

5.1 Qualitativeobservations
The question may arise as to whether the c- and $-components of the extended Russ operator are not really capturing the same information as the m-component of the
original Russ operator. The fact that the intensity histograms in Figs. 4b, 5b and 6b represent different pixel intensity distributions, and are not scaled versions of each other,
confirms that we are indeed extracting independent information from the two new components, c and q2, of the
extended Russ operator. It is also reasonable to infer that c
is strongly indicative of edges, whereas m and q2 seem to be
correlated with local intensity and visual texture.
412

5.2 The c-component
It is obvious from Figs. 5 and 7 that the e-component of E
emphasises edges. From Fig. 7, it also appears to have a
larger dynamic range than either the Canny or the windowbased edge detectors.
We speculate that the data fitting in the least squares
sense performed by E confers on the e-image some noise
insensitivity and a unique ability to detect the relatively
strong edges within the neighbourhood, regardless of their
absolute strengths. This property should prove useful with
medical images where biological variability and imaging
technique often result in a single anatomical edge having
varying strength along its extent. One important difTerence
between the c-component and conventional gradient-based
edge detectors is that it is spatially isotropic, and does not
embody information on edge direction.
There is also a very high degree of edge detail in the
breast region and some form of ‘edge spectrum’ may need
to be developed from the histogram of the e-image and
used to sort the edges in this region before they may be
used, for example, for lesion segmentation.

5.3 The q2-component
In our opinion, q2 as a local texture measure has the
IEE Proc.-Sci. Meas. Teclinol., Vol. 147, N o 6, November 2000

advantage of spanning a pre-defined range of values, lying
between zero and one, and may therefore be used quantitatively as a calibrated measure.
When the q2-component is used to analyse mammograms, we have observed the following:
(i) it can clearly outline the skin line;
(ii) the dark, predominantly fatty, region close to the breast
border on the original mammogram appears as a predominantly lighter band on the q2-image,especially for larger p ;
(iii) the fibroglandular mamiographic parenchyma appear
as a predominantly dark region which may have patches of
lighter regions on it;
(iv) clearly discernible lesions show up as lighter regions
(sometimes having a darker core) in the midst of the parenchyma;
(v) the edge of the pectoral muscle shows up as a characteristically lighter band adjoining the darker parenchymal
region;
(vi) the mottled appearance of the mammogram background (non-breast region) in the $-image indicates that it
is highly non-uniform. The ‘patches’ on the q2-image,when
magnified, may be identified with the shape of the octagonal neighbourhoods used in the operator.
Further experiments with a large number of mammograms are needed to confirm these behaviours generally,
and to establish the use of the $component as a reliable
texture measure for analysing mammograms. Additional
experiments are also required to identify the theoretical
basis of the operator, determine what post-processing is
needed for texture analysis and segmentation, compare its
performance with other texture operators, and explore scale
dependence and the possibility of defining a ‘texture spectrum’.

We may then conjecture that by setting a threshold for
q2close to one, and thresholding the image, we may be segmenting those portions of the image that exhibit fractal
characteristics, from those that do not.
6

We have defined the extended Russ operator E as one that
maps an octagonal neighbourhood of a pixel to three components, m, e, and q2, each of which may be scaled and
plotted as images. Although computationally intensive, this
operator is economical in that both edge and texture information are extracted from an image in a single operation.
The c-component may be used to emphasise and detect
edges such as the skin line on mammograms. The q2-component seems to discriminate textures. Because it always
takes values between zero and one, it may find use as a calibrated texture measure. Preliminary experiments have
revealed that it may be used to define the mammographic
parenchyma and the pectoral muscle edge. We conjecture
that it may also be capable of highlighting circumscribed
masses, very likely in conjunction with other features. Further investigation of the theoretical basis for both the edge
detection and texture characterisation is required to understand the relative strengths and weaknesses of the new
operator.
7

The straight line fit performed by the extended Russ operator imposes the relationship
logR=mlogd+c
which in turn implies the power law relationship

(2)

8
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